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Flight No. B453 
Date:   2 June 2009 
Take Off: 09:07:23   
Landing:   13:47:59   
FLIGHT FOLDER 
Flight Time: 4h 40m 36s   
 
Campaign: VIROSS 
Operating Area: SW approaches 
 
POB Position Name Institute Logs y/n 
1 Captain Alan Foster Directflight   
2 Co-pilot Ian Ramsay Rae Directflight   
3 CCM Gaynor Ottaway Directflight   
4 Mission Scientist 1 Clare Lee Met Office  
5 Flight Manager 1 Jim Crawford FAAM Y 
6 Flight Manager 2 / NOx Stephane Baugette FAAM  
7 Cloud Physics / Core Chem Kate Turnbull FAAM Y 
8 Mini lidar / MARSS Dave Pollard Met Office  
9 SWS / SHIMS Stuart Rogers Met Office  
10 ARIES Dave Tiddeman Met Office  
11 Mission Scientist 2 Martin Glew Met Office  
12     
13     
14     
15     
16     
17     
18     
     
 
The following log sheets are not available for this flight : 
Log Reason 
Pre-flighter log No log available 
Core Chemistry / TDLAS No In Flight log except in cases of instrument problems 
PSAP log No log as PSAP pump / filter info included on Flight Summary page 
ARIES Awaiting confirmation of whether a log was created 
CVI Awaiting confirmation of whether a log was created 
  
 
Document control 
Revision Date Author Comments 
r0 31 Dec 2009 Doug Anderson Initial version missing the above noted logs 
r1    
r2    
 
Digital video recordings in avi format: 
 
faam-video-dfc_faam_20090602_r0_b453_103904_1hz.avi 
faam-video-dfc_faam_20090602_r0_b454_161539_1hz.avi 
 
faam-video-ffc_faam_20090602_r0_b453_093708_1hz.avi 
faam-video-ffc_faam_20090602_r0_b453_103708_1hz.avi 
faam-video-ffc_faam_20090602_r0_b453_103851_1hz.avi 
faam-video-ffc_faam_20090602_r0_b453_113851_1hz.avi 
faam-video-ffc_faam_20090602_r0_b453_114000_1hz.avi 
faam-video-ffc_faam_20090602_r0_b453_124000_1hz.avi 
faam-video-ffc_faam_20090602_r0_b453_124116_1hz.avi 
faam-video-ffc_faam_20090602_r0_b453_134116_1hz.avi 
faam-video-ffc_faam_20090602_r0_b454_151232_1hz.avi 
faam-video-rfc_faam_20090602_r0_b453_093712_1hz.avi 
faam-video-rfc_faam_20090602_r0_b453_103712_1hz.avi 
faam-video-rfc_faam_20090602_r0_b453_103855_1hz.avi 
faam-video-rfc_faam_20090602_r0_b453_113855_1hz.avi 
faam-video-rfc_faam_20090602_r0_b453_114003_1hz.avi 
faam-video-rfc_faam_20090602_r0_b453_124003_1hz.avi 
faam-video-rfc_faam_20090602_r0_b453_124120_1hz.avi 
faam-video-rfc_faam_20090602_r0_b453_134120_1hz.avi 
 
faam-video-ufc_faam_20090602_r0_b453_093717_1hz.avi 
faam-video-ufc_faam_20090602_r0_b453_103901_1hz.avi 
faam-video-ufc_faam_20090602_r0_b453_114008_1hz.avi 
faam-video-ufc_faam_20090602_r0_b453_124123_1hz.avi 
             FLIGHT SUMMARY  
Flight No B453 
Date:     2 June 2009 
Project:  VIROSS 
Location: SW approaches 
  
Start   End 
Time    Time     Event               Height (s)        Hdg Comments 
----    ----     -----               ----------        --- -------- 
085912           pirouette 1         -.03 kft          176 180M                  
090141           p1                  -.03 kft          182 end                   
090723           T/O                  9.9 kft          245 Cranfield     
091411           transit             10.0 kft          242                       
091807           bbr                 10.0 kft          242 retract               
093346           heimann             22.0 kft          244 cal 09                
093403           nev                 22.0 kft          245 zero                  
093432           JW                  22.0 kft          244 zero                  
093745           Video               22.0 kft          244 recording             
100046  102244   Profile 1           22.0 - -.26 kft   203 50ft                  
100159           bbr                 20.7 kft          200 extend                
100602           !                   16.9 kft          180 manouvre              
101053           !                   11.6 kft          016 point A               
101432           !                    7.5 kft          349 manouvre              
102244  102432   Profile 2           -.26 - -.13 kft   127 50ft                  
102441  102611   Run 1.1             -.13 - -.14 kft   308                       
102529           qnh                 -.13 kft          306 1026                  
102756  102926   Run 1.2             -.13 kft          130                       
102945           heimann             0.00 kft          097 cal08                 
103004           nev                 -.01 kft          054 zero                  
103032           jw                  -.03 kft          355 zero                  
103116  104731   pattern 1           -.12 - -.15 kft   310                       
103232           !                   -.13 kft          309 mark 1.1 (late)           
103609           !                   -.13 kft          039 mark 1.2                   
104014           !                   -.16 kft          314 mark 1.3                  
104419           !                   -.13 kft          225 mark 1.4                
104731  110349   pattern 2           -.15 kft          316                       
104820           !                   -.15 kft          315 mark 2.1              
105229           !                   -.14 kft          047 mark 2.2              
105624           !                   -.13 kft          318 mark 2.3              
110038           !                   -.15 kft          230 mark 2.4              
110349  112014   pattern 3           -.15 kft          322                       
110442           !                   -.15 kft          322 mark 3.1              
110849           !                   -.16 kft          053 mark 3.2              
111252           !                   -.14 kft          325 mark 3.3              
111309           heimann             -.14 kft          326 cal08                 
111656           !                   -.13 kft          236 mark 3.4              
112014  113633   pattern 4           -.15 - -.14 kft   324                       
112109           !                   -.14 kft          328 mark 4.1              
112510           !                   -.15 kft          059 mark 4.2              
112917           !                   -.14 kft          334 mark 4.3               
113304           !                   -.14 kft          244 mark 4.4              
113634  113800   Run 2.1             -.14 - -.13 kft   334                       
113815           !                   0.06 kft          015 manouver              
113924  114054   Run 2.2             -.16 - -.14 kft   155                       
114145           !                    1.2 kft          100 reposition            
115357  120005   Profile 3            4.6 - -.15 kft   109                       
120006  120141   Run 3.1             -.15 - -.14 kft   348                       
120339  120512   Run 3.2             -.16 - -.11 kft   170                       
120703  122331   pattern 5           -.15 - -.16 kft   350                       
120851           !                   -.13 kft          324 mark 5.1 not called       
121215           !                   -.13 kft          236 mark 5.2              
120954           Heimann             -.11 kft          204 cal08                             
121612           !                   -.14 kft          356 mark 5.3              
122016           !                   -.14 kft          267 mark 5.4              
122331  124004   pattern 6           -.16 - -.11 kft   003                       
122419           !                   -.16 kft          359 mark 6.1              
122817           !                   -.14 kft          092 mark 6.2              
123236           !                   -.17 kft          006 mark 6.3              
123715           !                   -.15 kft          276 mark 6.4              
124005  125628   pattern 7           -.11 - -.14 kft   014                       
124052           !                   -.16 kft          004 mark 7.1              
124458           !                   -.15 kft          099 mark 7.2              
124915           !                   -.16 kft          014 mark 7.3              
125312           !                   -.15 kft          282 mark 7.4              
125628  131317   pattern 8           -.14 - -.16 kft   017                       
125821           !                   -.16 kft          333 mark 8.1 not called   
130130           !                   -.14 kft          106 mark 8.2              
130549           !                   -.15 kft          023 mark 8.3              
131003           !                   -.16 kft          292 mark 8.4              
131317  131448   Run 4.1             -.16 kft          026                       
131417           heimann             -.16 kft          023 cal08                 
131429           jw                  -.17 kft          024 zero                  
131439           nev                 -.15 kft          025 zero                  
131618  131752   Run 4.2             -.15 - -.16 kft   206                       
131814  132651   Profile 4           -.29 -  5.0 kft   204 50ft                  
135019           pirouette 2         -.02 kft          299 305M start                  
134759           Land                -.02 kft          111 Newquay 134759        
135347           !!!!                -.02 kft          348 science power dropped 



VIROSS 
Sea surface reflection sortie  
 
2/6/2009 B453 & B454 
 
 
Scientific aims: Measurements of shortwave radiation for the validation of a new sea 
surface reflectance model for use in the Edwards-Slingo radiation code. A mixture of low 
level runs out of Sun and low level orbits are required. The ground position orientation of 
the runs will move with the Sun. 
 
Weather requirements: Clear sky column, i.e. complete absence of cloud and aerosol 
layers at all levels. The science must be conducted over sea away from coast. 
 
Key instruments: SWS and BBR. 
 
SWS – measure the sea reflected Solar component. The SWS pointing angles are 
independent of the solar zenith angle. 
BBR – direct + diffuse Solar reflection components 
ARIES – nadir to measure SST (on legs into/away from Sun) + some zenith for 
atmosphere above aircraft (Cross track) 
Heimann – measure SST 
CVI – PCASP aerosol mode 
Mini-lidar – identify cloud & aerosol which are not wanted 
cloud physics – check for no or very low concentrations 
MARSS – water vapour 
video cameras – check for clouds & aircraft shadow which are not wanted 
 
  Time (Z) Manoeuvre 
Duratio
n 
(mins) 
Total
1 09:00 Take off at Cranfield for SZA RANGE 2. Transit at FL280 or as air traffic allows to operating area. 60 60 
2 10:00 Stepped profile descent to 50ft in operating area.  30 90 
3 10:30 
Profile up to lowest flight level (LFL) for which it is safe to 
complete 20° banked angles and to avoid any influence on the 
measurements from shadow due to the aircraft (120ft).  All of the 
following manoeuvres will be at this altitude. 
1  91 
4 10:31 
Fly a straight down-sun run for 1.5 min.  
The SWS is pointing downwards and doing at least two 
automated scans between 60° forwards and 90° rearwards at a 
low scan speed. 
1.5 92.5 
5 10:33 180° turn 3 95.5 
6 10:36 
Fly a straight run into sun for 1.5 min  
The SWS is pointing downwards and doing at least two 
automated scans between 60° forwards and 90° rearwards at a 
low scan speed. 
1.5 97 
7 10:37 180° turn 3 100 
8 10:40 
Four clover leaf patterns (figure 1). Banking angle 20° in turns. 
The SWS is always pointing downwards/rearwards. The pointing 
angle is changed after each completed  cloverleaf in its center on 
a down-sun run. The sequence of the SWS pointing angles 
downwards/rearwards is 0°, 30°, 60°, 70° . 
ARIES should point straight up during 2 of the 4 straight runs. 
60 160 
9 11:40 
1 clover leaf pattern (figure 1). Banking angle 10° (or 15° if 10 not 
possible) in turns. 
As for 8 expect: SWS pointing angle downwards is 0° 
20 180 
10 12:00 Repeat 4 to 7 10 190 
11 12:10 
Four clover leaf patterns (figure 1). Banking angle 20° in turns. 
As for 8 expect: the sequence of the SWS pointing angles 
downwards/rearwards is 10°, 40°, 20° and 50°. 
60 250 
12 13:10 Repeat 4 to 7 10 260 
13 13:20 Profile ascent to transit altitude 10 270 
14 13:30 Transit to local refuel 15 285 
15 13:45 Land in Newquay for refuel   
16 15:00 Take Off. Transit to operating area for SZA RANGE 4 15 15 
17 15:15 Profile descent to 50ft 10 25 
18 15:25 Repeat 4 to 7 10 35 
19 15:35 Repeat 8 to 9 (as much as possible) 60 95 
20 16:35 Profile ascent above operating area 10 105 
21 16:45 Profile ascent away from area & transit to Cranfield 60 165 
22 17:45 Land Cranfield   
 
 
 
 
7 
1 
2
1.5 min 
5
  3 6 
4 
sun 
 
Figure 1: Cloverleaf flight pattern. One straight path should be aligned with the solar plane. 
Down-sun straight runs of at least 1.5 min are required.  
Additional information: 
 
VIROSS is intended to measure radiation at multiple angles for different Solar Zenith 
Angles.  There are 5 regimes which can be studied.  Regime 2 & 4 in particular are of most 
interest.  
 
 
Different regimes for the validation of the sea surface  
   reflectance model 
 
1) Solar zenith angle θs less than 10°: For a small solar zenith angle the albedo is 
comparatively low (≈0.02). There is a significant reflective contribution for viewing 
zenith angles up to about 30° (the maximum angle depending on wind speed). 
Reflection takes place in any azimuthal direction relative to the solar plane and 
shows some anisotropy due to differences in sea surface roughness across and 
along wind. The amount of upwelling radiation from below the sea surface is nearly 
independent of solar zenith angle and of largest relative importance for small solar 
zenith angles where the albedo is low.   
2) Solar zenith angle θs between 10° and 35°: The albedo remains low and nearly 
constant. Reflection occurs for any viewing zenith angle, but for large viewing 
zenith angles it is confined to azimuthal directions to both sides of the solar plane 
and opposite the sun. Upwelling radiation from below the sea surface can probably 
not be neglected for any viewing direction.   
3) Solar zenith angle θs between 35° and 50°: The albedo starts to increase sharply. 
The relative contribution of upwelling radiation for below the sea surface starts to 
decline. There may be a small contribution from multiple scattering effects which 
have currently been ignored in the sea surface reflectance model. 
4) Solar zenith angle θs between 50° and 70°(80°): The albedo increases further 
(≈0.10). Reflection is almost entirely concentrated opposite the sun around the 
solar plane. It increases with viewing angle. Multiple scattering effects are maximal 
in this region. Upwelling radiation from below the sea surface can be ignored where 
there is a reflective component. 
5) Solar zenith angle θs greater than 80°: Not a very useful regime, because the 
implementation of the sea surface reflectance model into the Edwards-Slingo 
model is not accurate in this regime. 
Polar plots of the bidirectional reflectance function (BRDF) with a log10 scale computed 
using the sea surface reflection model are given for three different solar zenith angles (0°, 
30° and 60°), which correspond to regimes 1, 2 and 4 and wind speeds of 5 m/s and 15 
m/s, respectively. For the different regimes, Table 1 shows the viewing geometries for 
which there is a significant bidirectional reflection. The background levels observed at 
other viewing geometries are due to upwelling radiation from below the sea-surface or 
from within the atmosphere. Table 2 gives indication about the relative importance of some 
of the limits of the sea surface reflection model in the different regimes. 
Summary: Measurements in regimes 2 and 4 (and possibly 3) are required to 
validate the sea surface reflectance model. In regime 2 information about the 
magnitude of the upwelling radiation from below the sea surface can be acquired, which is 
not part of the sea surface reflectance model but can probably added as a almost isotropic 
component. Regime 4 is important to get an estimate of multiple scattering effects, which 
are not part of the current version of the sea surface reflectance model. If it is found that 
these effects are not negligible then the model could be extended to include these using 
Monte-Carlo simulations. In regime 3 there will be some  contributions from sea-water 
leaving radiation and multiple scattering. Measurements in regime 1 could be used to test 
the anisotropy between along and across wind reflection, however there are limits to its 
representation in the Edwards-Slingo model which assumes isotropy.  
 
  
 
 
Figure 1. Polar plots of the BRDF (log10) for different solar zenith angles and different wind 
speeds. Left column: 5 m/s, right column: 15 m/s. Solar zenith angles from top to bottom: 
0°, 30° and 60°, corresponding to regimes 1, 2 and 4. 
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Table 1: 
Geometrical configurations for the different regimes that are of particular interest in the 
validation of the sea surface reflectance model. Measurements taken at viewing 
zeniths/relative azimuths outside the tabulated regions would provide information on 
background levels which is of some interest. 
θv
Relative 
azimuth φ 
1 θs ≤ 10° any any 
θv ≤ 45° any 2 10° ≤ θs ≤ 35° 
θv ≥ 45° 45° ≤ φ ≤ 315° 
θv ≤ 30° any 3 35° ≤ θs ≤ 50° 
θv ≥ 30° 45° ≤ φ ≤ 315° 
4 50° ≤ θs ≤ 70°(80°) any 90° ≤ φ ≤ 270°  
5  θs ≥ 80° none none 
 
 
 
 
Solar zenith 
θs
Relative 
importance of 
upwelling radiation 
from below sea 
surface 
Relative 
importance of 
multiple 
scattering 
Feasability of 
measuring 
anisotropy 
due to wind 
directionality 
1 θs ≤ 10° High Low High 
2 10° ≤ θs ≤ 35° High Low Moderate 
3 35° ≤ θs ≤ 50° Moderate Low to 
Moderate 
Low 
4 50° ≤ θs ≤ 70°(80°) Low High Low 
5 θs ≥ 80° Low  Moderate Low 
 
Table 2: The sea surface reflection model has some limitations which are of varying 
importance in the different solar zenith angle regimes. The relative importance of the 
neglected upwelling radiation from below the sea surface is largest for a high sun while 
multiple scattering effects are expected to be largest for solar zenith angles around 60° 
to 70°. Very small solar zenith angles are best suited to measure any anisotropy 
between the reflection along and across the wind. 
Conditions with 10m wind speeds between 5 m/s and 15 m/s most interesting. 
SZA for 2nd June 2009
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Mission Scientist Debrief 
B453 
2/6/09 
VIROSS 
Mission Scientist: Clare Lee 
 
Location 
SW approaches (~49N, 7W) 
Take Off: Cranfield. Refuel: Newquay. 
Weather 
Clear skies in operating area.  Some cirrus further to the North and cumulus over land areas. 
Some aerosol in the boundary layer below 5000ft (~500-800 counts).  Haze layer on horizon 
of about 2 degrees.  Occasional increase in aerosol as the aircraft through small plumes. 
Occasional high level contrails from other aircraft were present, but they were not persisting. 
These are logged in the M/S log sheet and upward facing camera. 
Sea state: some white caps, force 3 to 4, ~ 10 knots (5 m/s). Wind speed at operating altitude 
of 200ft was approximately 10m/s. 
Time 
In operating area at low level (200ft) from 1024Z to 1318Z, to coincide with SZA regime 2 
(10 – 35 degrees). 
Flight B454 continues the science in a similar area for SZA regime 4 (50 – 70 degrees). 
Sortie 
A pirouette for BBRs, SHIMS and SWS was performed on runway at Cranfield, with clear 
skies. 
A profile descent in operating area from FL220 to 50 ft was performed.  Slow turns during 
the descent were incorporated to maintain the operating area (within 15 nm). 
All the subsequent low level manoeuvres were performed at 200ft, the minimum altitude 
allowed for 20 degree banking angles. Each manoeuvre was allowed to drift with the wind 
and each run was aligned with the Sun at the start of the run. As all the 200ft manoeuvres 
required constant pilot interaction the radar altitude did vary between ~ 180ft to 220ft. 
 A run down Sun was made followed by a run into Sun, with SWS scanning at a range of 
angles. Turns were standard turns not reciprocal ones, as the ground positions were not fixed 
and it saved time. 4 clover leaf patterns with 20 deg banking angles were then performed, so 
that the centre runs were away from the Sun. SWS pointed down and backwards at 0, 30, 60 
and 70 degrees respectively for each clover. During the 3rd clover a tanker was encountered. 
There maybe an effect from the ship wake and there was an increase in NOX flying through 
its plume. A 5th clover leaf at shallower banking angle was not possible due to the longer 
banking time which would have affected the gyros. 
Runs out of and into Sun were then made.  As the aircraft had drifted close to the FIR 
boundary we then repositioned the aircraft to the starting area.  This repositioning was made 
at 5000ft for a comfort break, with a profile descent back into the original area (5000ft to 
200ft). Runs down and into Sun were made. 
4 clover leaf patterns with 20 deg banking angles were made, with SWS pointing down and 
backwards at 10, 40, 20 and 50 degrees respectively. During the 7th clover pattern 2 tankers 
were encountered. The manoeuvres had to be adjusted fractionally to avoid them, but 
generally there was no change.  Each ship interaction was logged in the M/S log sheet. At the 
end of the clover leaves, 2 runs down and into Sun were made. A profile ascent was made 
from 50ft to 5000ft ready for transit to Newquay for refuel. 
A pirouette was attempted on the runway at Newquay, however a few seconds before it was 
complete science power failed and hence the data may not be useful. 
The second part of VIROSS was performed in B454. 
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*** Opened channel log for #faam146 at 02/06/2009 09:42:52 
[2009/06/02 09:42] *** FAAMOpsCran (~vircuser@86.153.16.34) has joined #faam146 
[2009/06/02 09:44] [FAAMOpsCran] Request from Jim Haywood. Can Clare confirm she can fly as MS2 tomorrow (Keith MS1) to show 
two Reading first-timers the ropes? 
[2009/06/02 09:57] <FAAM_MS3> Clair says 'Ok. What flight?' 
[2009/06/02 10:07] <FAAM_MS3> To Dave Kindred: Reference position moved south by 60 nautical miles to lat 49 deg 30 min, to 
avoid cirrus. 
[2009/06/02 10:11] [FAAMOpsCran] To Clare: It's a COSIC flight. You'll be M/Sc along with Keith Bower; Piers & Gabi from Reading 
(neither have 
[2009/06/02 10:14] [FAAMOpsCran] ...flown before & will b there for PI science & familiarisation) !! 
[2009/06/02 10:19] [FAAMOpsCran] Still no cloudseen on latest satpix (1000) .. presumably v thin stuff to cause u to shift south 60 
nm ? 
[2009/06/02 10:24] <FAAM_MS3> A small patch near first reference point 
[2009/06/02 10:33] <FAAM_MS3> Sea state 4, occasional whitecaps. Non-persistant contrails. More pollution than yesterday. Neph 
green scattering more than red more than blue-what does that mean? Starting first cloverleaf. 
VIROSS is go. 
[2009/06/02 10:53] <FAAM_MS3> To Ops Manager from observers: Do you have timeings for tomorrow? 
[2009/06/02 11:02] [FAAMOpsCran]  B455: Weds 3/6 COSIC: Go/No go decision 0730L; T/O: 1400L; Land 1845L EGTC. No other 
back-up sorties. AirCrew as today; sc: 
[2009/06/02 11:05] [FAAMOpsCran] Science crew: Keith B, Clare L, Piers F & Gabi R M/Sc's; F/M AlanW; ARIES + CVI(Aerosol only 
mode) Dave T; SWS/SHIMS Stuart R; Lidar + MARSS Dave P; Cloud P + Core Chem Kate T; AMS 
Will M; Manchester Cloud & Aerosol: James D. 
[2009/06/02 11:08] <FAAM_MS3> To Ops from Clare: Is 0730L go/no go and 1400L correct timeings? And in particular will she have 
to get up to do the 0730L go/no go? 
[2009/06/02 11:45] [FAAMOpsCran] orrect timings. Dave K happy to cover go/no go decision time hece early start. Probably useful for 
CL to be infor 0915L tele-conf 
[2009/06/02 12:13] *** Server connection lost 
[2009/06/02 12:14] *** Server connection lost 
[2009/06/02 12:15] *** Server connection lost 
*** Closed channel log for #faam146 at 02/06/2009 13:01:57 
 (GLUXE@i.love.debian. 
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Date: 02/06/09 Operator: KFT DRS Time: DAU1 Time: DAU2 Time: AUX1 Time: SET AUX2 Time: SET 
    DAU2 Disk space? 1.4   
 CDP PCASP SPP-200 PCASP 2DC Uman FSSP SID3 
Operated? Y Y N N N N 
Pre-flight checks Ref V (~3): 4.1 Vref 7.4 Vref (>7):  El#1 V (>1):  Ref V:  Comms?  
   Sample flow 1.4 Flow (~1):  El#32 V (>1):      
   Sheath flow 17.4 Pressure:        
   (p,T not set)  Temp (NDIT)        
 
GMT Height CDP PCASP SPP-
200 
PCASP 2DC Habit Uman FSSP SID3 Comments 
  #/cc MVD #/cc MVD #/cc Mean R #/L Max R  #/cc MVD Counts  
09  :09 ON             HEATERS  
               
              MESSED AROUND WITH PADS 
SETTINGS FOR PCASP DURING 
TRANSIT APPROX UNTIL 0919. 
10:00:58 FL220 NOISE  23 0.13         START P1 
10:01:39 FL210 0  32 0.21         CDP LASER V 4.5V. TOO HIGH? 
10:02:40 FL200 0  34 0.20          
10:03:52 FL190 0  40 0.16          
10:04:55 FL180 0  37 0.21          
10:05:56 FL170 0  30 0.18         TURNING IN PROFILE 
10:06:56 FL160 0  20 0.16          
10:07:50 FL150 0  48 0.19         WINGS LEVEL 
10:08:38 FL140 0  86 0.20          
10:09:39 FL130 0  14 0.18          
10:10:37 FL120 0  18 0.26         OVERHEAD POINT A 
10:11:31 FL110 0  32 0.22          
10:12:20 FL100 0  25 0.19          
10:13:36 FL090 0  103 0.18          
10:14:19 FL080 0  81 0.17          
10:14:54 FL070 0  165 0.18         TURNING IN PROFILE 
10:15:43 FL060 0  330 0.18          
10:16:30 FL050 0  573 0.19          
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GMT Height CDP PCASP SPP-
200 
PCASP 2DC Habit Uman FSSP SID3 Comments 
  #/cc MVD #/cc MVD #/cc Mean R #/L Max R  #/cc MVD Counts  
10:17:31 FL040 NOISE  627 0.19          
10:18:38 FL030 NOISE  1589 0.19         PADS p,T CHANGED TO LOCAL 
10:20:45 1000FT NOISE  300 0.17          
10:23:00 50FT NOISE  500 0.18          
10:24:39 200FT NOISE  510 0.17         START RUN1 
10:26:15 200FT NOISE  555 0.16         END R1.1 PADS P,T UPDATED 
10:29:30 200FT NOISE  510 0.17         END R1.2 
10:31:16 200FT NOISE  599 0.17         CLOVERLEAF 1  
10:36:51 200FT NOISE  800 0.18          
10:39:18 200FT NOISE  671 0.17          
10:44:47 200FT NOISE  682 0.16          
10:51:13 200FT  NOISE  528 0.17          
11:00:21 200FT NOISE  574 0.18          
11:03:50 200FT NOISE  554 0.17          
11:09:35 200FT NOISE  723 0.18          
11:14:40 200FT NOISE  813 0.17          
11:20:14 200FT NOISE  605 0.19         END C’LEAF 3, START C’LEAF 4 
11:32:59 200FT NOISE  713 0.18          
11:36:34 200FT NOISE  675 0.18         END C’LEAF 4 START R2.1 
11:43:46 5000FT NOISE  563 0.18          
11:54:54 4000FT NOISE  843 0.18          
11:55:38 3500FT NOISE  1008 0.17          
11:56:13 3000FT NOISE  999 0.19          
11:56:40 2500FT NOISE  947 0.18          
11:57:05 2000FT NOISE  1600 0.18          
11:58:10 1000FT NOISE  136 0.16          
11:59:24 500FT NOISE  833 0.17          
12:00:03 200FT NOISE  992 0.16          
12:08:06 200FT NOISE  1130 0.17          
12:16:57 200FT NOISE  1042 0.18          
12:22:43 200FT NOISE  910 0.18          
12:30:05 200FT NOISE  957 0.18          
12:35:15 200FT NOISE  1079 0.17          
12:41:04 200FT NOISE  952 0.17         WHO KNOWS WHERE WE’RE UP TO?! 
12:46:49 200FT NOISE  948 0.18          
12:58:10 200FT NOISE  969 0.17          
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GMT Height CDP PCASP SPP-
200 
PCASP 2DC Habit Uman FSSP SID3 Comments 
  #/cc MVD #/cc MVD #/cc Mean R #/L Max R  #/cc MVD Counts  
13:04:48 200FT NOISE  940 0.18          
13:08:00 200FT NOISE  550 0.18         COINCIDENT DIP IN CO, RISE IN O3 
13:12:11 200FT NOISE  931 0.17          
13:17:54 200FT NOISE  1020 0.17          
13:18:17 50FT NOISE  753 0.17          
13:19:05 500FT NOISE  600 0.18          
13:20:14 900FT NOISE  120 0.17          
13:20:45 1500FT NOISE  1515 0.19          
13:21:35 2000FT NOISE  930 0.18          
13:22:18 2500FT NOISE  973 0.19          
13:23:02 3000FT NOISE  667 0.18          
13:23:47 3500FT NOISE  776 0.18          
13:24:43 4000FT NOISE  661 0.17          
13:26:07 5000FT NOISE  334 0.17          
               
               
               
               
 
Post flight 
Instrument Diagnostics Brief report on instrument performance 
Vref:  PCASP (old) 
Flow:  
 
El#1:  2DC 
El#32:  
 
Ref V: 7.6 PCASP 
SPP-200 Flow: OK 
 
CDP Laser V: 3.3  
FFSSP Ref V:   
SID 3 Laser V:   
Rack 
Equipment 
  Please note SEADAS disk space remaining. NOT USED DURING THIS FLIGHT. 
 
Flight: B453
Thermometers
Hygrometers
Cameras
Radiometers
Navigation + Aircraft
Cabin Temperature: 3
Heimann: 5
Deiced Temp: 5
Non-deiced Temp: 5
FWVS: 1
General Eastern: 5
Johnson Williams: 5
Nevzorov: 5
Total Water Probe: 5
Downward Facing: 5
Forward Facing: 5
Rearward Facing: 5
Upward Facing: 5
BBR (clear) Lower: 5
BBR (IR) Lower: 3
BBR (red) Lower: 5
BBR (clear) Upper: 5
BBR (IR) Upper: 3
BBR (red) Upper: 5
ARIES: 5
DEIMOS: 1
IR Camera: 1
JNO2 Lower: 1
JNO2 Upper: 1
JO1D Lower: 1
JO1D Upper: 1
MARSS: 5
SHIMS Lower: 1
SHIMS Upper: 5
SWS: 5
TAFTS: 1
Cruciform GPS: 2
GIN Applanix: 5
INU Honeywell: 1
Radar Altimeter: 5
RVSM IAS: 5
RVSM Static Pressure: 5
XR5 GPS: 5
Cloud Probes
2DC: 2
2DP: 1
FFSSP: 1
PCASP: 1
ADA: 1
CCN: 5
CDP (fuselage): 1
CIP 100 (PIP): 1
CIP 25 (CIP): 1
CPI: 2
CVI (Inlet): 5
SID1: 1
SID2: 1
Aerosol
CPC 3025A: 1
Filters 47mm: 2
Filters 90mm: 1
Neph - Dry: 5
Neph - Wet: 5
PSAP: 5
AMS: 2
CPC (AMS): 2
INC: 1
VACC: 2
Chemistry
CO Aerolaser 5002: 5
NOx TE42C: 5
Ozone TE49C: 5
Ozone TE49: 1
FAGE: 1
Formaldehyde: 1
NOx FAAM: 5
ORAC: 1
PAN: 2
PERCA: 1
PTRMS: 1
TDLAS (NIR) CH4: 2
TDLAS (NIR) CO2: 2
SO2 TE43C: 5
TDLAS (1C): 1
WAS Bags: 1
WAS Bottles: 1
Misc Non-Core
CASI/ATM: 1
LTI: 1
LIDAR (big): 1
SAW Hygrometer: 2
Lower:
Upper:
Misc Core
AMTG: 5
AVAPS: 2
Cabin Pressure: 5
Printer: 5
S9 Static Pressure: 5
Satcom C: 5
Satcom H (VIRC): 5
Weather Radar: 2
DLU AERACK: 5
DLU BBR Lower: 5
DLU BBR Upper: 5
DLU Core Chem: 5
DLU Core Consoles: 5
DLU Port Aft: 5
DLU Port Fwd: 1
DLU Stbd Fwd: 1
DLUs:
Not Fitted
Fitted, Not Operated
Duff Data
Minor Problem
OK
KEY
Report Created 15/09/2009 14:37:07 Last Updated: 19/06/2009 09:05:00
Peroxide: 1
Turb Centre-Static: 5
Turb Left Right: 5
Turb Up-Down: 5
Turb Horizontal Chk: 5
Turb Vertical Chk: 5
CPC 3010A (CVI): 1
NOxy: 1
CAPS: 5
2DS: 5
Buck CR2: 1
SP2: 5
CPC 3786 H2O: 5
UHSAS: 1
CDP (Canister): 5
HORACE: 5
SID3: 1
CVI PCASP-X: 2
CVI Ly-A Hygro: 2
Mini-LIDAR: 5
SMPS (AMS): 2
FSSP (UMan): 2
PCASP SPP-200: 5
Faults / Incidents Log 
 
Flight No. B453 
Date: 2 June 2009 
 
 
Instruments 
 
1. WAS not operated. 
2. XR5M GPS –ok 
3. Science power dumped before power changeover at Newquay, cause unknown. 
 
Cloud physics – ok 
Core chem. – ok 
Psap – ok 
Lidar – ok 
Marss – ok 
Sws/shims – ok 
Aries – ok 
Dry Neph - ok 
Nevzorov;  operated ok 
UFC – now functioning correctly and recorded. 
 
 
 
Aircraft 
 
1.  
2.  
3.  
 
Satcom-H Calls 
nil 
 
Post Flight - Turb Probe Water Traps 
 
1. Indicate Amount of Water:   a) Nil    b) 1-2 drops    c) ¼ full or more  d) Ice present 
2. Emptied by: 
3. Dried by: 
Microwave Radiometers 
FLIGHT LOG Date 2/6/9 Flight B453 
log 
pages 3
Operator(s) Pollard Campaign VIROSS 
Departure Cranfield Arrival Newquay 
System start  
MARSS  
Visual pod inspection  X
Close 3 SSP circuit breakers  x
Close all MARSS circuit breakers  x
FERA on at time 07:35 
Temperature controller initial temps 21.8 21.8 21.5
Temperature controller set points 
Ch16
54°C
Ch
17 58°C 
Ch18
-20 40°C
MARSS CPU on at time 07:35 
Initial target temperatures Hot 292.3 Cold 293.2
Target heating  x
*** CHECK SCAN HEAD CLEAR ***  X
Scanning on (LMD box) at time 07:41 
Scan indication Monitor X Visual X
 
Deimos Orientation (Nadir or Zenith)   
Close all Deimos circuit breakers   
Turn on Deimos CPU   
*** CHECK SCAN HEAD CLEAR ***   
Start Deimos Software at time       
Initial target temperatures Hot Cold 
Target heating   
Scan indication Monitor Visual  
Cloud      Precip      
Surface      Pressure      
Weather 
Other      
  
System functionality check (after initial system warmup, approx 1 hour) 
PC to DRS Time error tPC=tDRS +       at time  
Brightness temps 'sensible'   
MARSS: Hot 344.57 Cold 296.82 Target temps Deimos: Hot  Cold  
Ch1 A 
( - ) 
Ch3 A 
( - ) 
Ch1 B 
( - ) 
Ch3 B 
( - ) 
 
          
Ch16 
(40-44) 
Ch17 
(45-49) 
Ch18 
(40-44) 
Ch19 
(40-44) 
Ch20 
(44-48) 
Channel gains 'sensible' 
37.65 32.70 38.70 44.58 42.08 
  
Power changeover  
Headset on before start   
Listen to engine start sequence 4, 3, 2, 1.  
LMD off (3 switches, bottom to top)   
Exit Deimos Software (x)   
POWER CHANGEOVER 
LMD on (3 switches, top to bottom) then pushbutton  
Restart Deimos Software   
System running again at time  
        
Flight # B453 Date 02/06/09 Operator(s) Pollard log page 2 of 3
Time 
Run id Alt/FL 
Remarks 
Sys 
 
08:42   Scanner off .  
09:12   Scanner on in flight  
09:29   Resting marss scannerduring high speed transit  
10:02 P1  Scanning back onfor Prof 1  
13:28   MARSS scanner off for transit to Newquay  
14:00   Science power lost during final pirouette.  
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
 
Flight # B453 Date 02/06/09 Operator(s) Pollard log page 3 of 3
Time 
Run id Alt/FL 
Remarks 
Sys 
 
 
Data Processing Log  Initials Date 
Flight data copied from MARSS/Deimos PC flash disk to 
Martian C:\Bxxx\  
   
Check disc space on flash disk (need >~10 MB free)    
Copy* Martian logged data from to C:\Bxxx\    
Wave processing run and BT files generated    
DQM file generated and uploaded    
NetCDF file generated and uploaded    
C:\Bxxx\ copied to USB drive or CD    
Data processing issues/notes:  
 

B453_SWS_SHIMS_EventLog 
 
07:31:30.14  ---      -     -     -     -    
07:31:30.14  ---      -     -     -     -  +++ SOFTWARE START/RESTART +++ 
07:31:30.14  ---      -     -     -     -  +++ hh:mm:ss.ff / Instr / Posn / Period / 
tVIS/ tNIR / Comment +++ 
07:31:30.14  ---      -     -     -     -  +++ Flight no. B453 
07:31:30.14  ---      -     -     -     -    
07:31:45.63  ---      -     -     -     -  *** Operator: Stuart Rogers 
07:31:59.16  SWS      -     -     -     -  Initialization: VIS OK NIR OK  
07:32:01.71  USH      -     -     -     -  Initialization: VIS OK NIR OK  
07:32:11.25  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene sampling started - Not Recording! 
07:32:13.47  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene sampling started - Not Recording! 
07:32:16.38  SWS      -     -     -     5  NIR int.time changed from 5ms to 5ms. 
07:32:18.31  USH      -     -     -     5  NIR int.time changed from 5ms to 5ms. 
07:32:21.22  USH      -     -   100     -  VIS int.time changed from 5ms to 100ms. 
07:32:21.23  USH      -     -     -   100  NIR int.time changed from 5ms to 100ms. 
07:32:25.85  SWS      -     -   100     -  VIS int.time changed from 5ms to 100ms. 
07:32:25.85  SWS      -     -     -   100  NIR int.time changed from 5ms to 100ms. 
07:32:35.16  ---      -     -     -     -  Reset shutters. 
07:32:42.02  ---      -     -     -     -  Reset shutters. 
07:40:41.77  SWS      -     -     -     -  Telescope motor initialised. 
07:40:56.04  SWS    0.0     -     -     -  Telescope stopped. 
07:40:56.89  SWS    0.0     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 0.000 
07:41:51.38  SWS   -0.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
07:41:51.78  SWS    1.0     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 240.000 
07:42:32.08  SWS  240.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
07:42:57.57  SWS   90.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
07:43:13.52  SWS  183.7     -     -     -  Telescope stopped. 
07:43:18.35  SWS  183.6     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 0.000 
07:43:20.56  SWS   -0.0     -     -     -  Telescope stopped. 
07:43:42.03  SWS    0.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
07:43:42.44  SWS    1.0     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 90.000 
07:44:22.78  SWS  192.2     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
07:44:23.44  SWS  113.7     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
07:44:24.15  SWS   90.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
07:44:49.63  SWS  240.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
07:45:12.15  SWS  107.1     -     -     -  Telescope stopped. 
07:46:36.22  SWS  107.1     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 90.000 
07:46:39.53  SWS   90.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
07:47:05.06  SWS  240.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
07:47:18.18  SWS  163.3     -     -     -  Telescope stopped. 
07:48:48.28  SWS  163.3     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 0.000 
07:48:49.95  SWS    0.0     -     -     -  Telescope stopped. 
07:51:04.12  SWS      -     -     -     -  Telescope disabled. 
07:52:22.12  SWS      -     -     -     -  Telescope motor initialised. 
07:52:29.26  SWS    0.0     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 0.000 
07:52:35.34  SWS    0.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
07:52:35.75  SWS    0.9     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 90.000 
07:53:15.59  SWS  239.8     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
07:53:16.25  SWS  172.7     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
07:53:16.95  SWS   90.4     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
07:53:17.92  SWS   93.8     -     -     -  Telescope stopped. 
07:53:46.96  SWS   93.8     -     -     -  Telescope sent to -6.000 
07:53:48.07  SWS   -6.0     -     -     -  Telescope stopped. 
08:07:32.33  SWS      -     -     -     -  Telescope disabled. 
08:30:48.04  SWS      -     -     -     -  Telescope motor initialised. 
08:49:30.12  ---      -     -     -     -  *** Cool box: 9.8C 
08:51:02.92  SWS    0.0     -     -     -  Telescope sent to -40.000 
08:51:08.52  SWS      -     -    20     -  VIS int.time changed from 100ms to 20ms. 
08:51:08.53  SWS      -     -     -    20  NIR int.time changed from 100ms to 20ms. 
08:51:13.77  SWS      -     -    10     -  VIS int.time changed from 20ms to 10ms. 
08:51:13.79  SWS      -     -     -    10  NIR int.time changed from 20ms to 10ms. 
08:51:21.89  SWS      -     -     -    10  NIR int.time changed from 10ms to 10ms. 
08:51:25.90  SWS      -     -     -    20  NIR int.time changed from 10ms to 20ms. 
08:51:37.60  SWS      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
08:51:37.84  SWS      -     -     -     -  Warning: Abnormally bright dark measurement. 
08:51:38.03  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
08:51:38.25  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene sampling started - Not Recording! 
08:51:38.36  USH      -     -     -     -  Warning: Abnormally bright dark measurement. 
08:51:39.49  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene sampling started - Not Recording! 
08:51:41.25  ---      -     -     -     -  Reset shutters. 
08:51:46.53  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
08:51:46.59  SWS      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
08:51:47.37  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene sampling started - Not Recording! 
08:51:47.97  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene sampling started - Not Recording! 
08:56:26.83  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
08:56:26.92  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
08:56:33.10  ---      -     -     -     -  *** Taxiing 
08:57:01.96  SWS      -   100     -     -  Sample period changed from 250ms to 100ms. 
08:57:04.96  USH      -   100     -     -  Sample period changed from 250ms to 100ms. 
08:59:12.92  ---      -     -     -     -  *** Pirouette 
09:01:42.84  SWS      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
09:01:42.87  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
09:01:43.51  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
09:01:44.54  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
09:02:14.19  SWS  -40.0     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 112.464 
09:02:15.88  SWS  112.5     -     -     -  Telescope stopped. 
09:02:18.11  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene sampling started - Not Recording! 
09:02:18.15  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene sampling started - Not Recording! 
09:02:18.97  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene sampling started - Not Recording! 
09:11:07.00  SWS  112.5     -     -     -  Telescope sent to -6.000 
09:11:08.14  SWS    0.5     -     -     -  Telescope stopped. 
09:11:14.94  SWS      -     -     -   100  NIR int.time changed from 20ms to 100ms. 
09:11:21.84  SWS      -     -    40     -  VIS int.time changed from 10ms to 40ms. 
09:11:26.35  SWS      -     -   100     -  VIS int.time changed from 40ms to 100ms. 
09:11:32.91  SWS      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
09:11:33.06  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
09:11:34.35  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene sampling started - Not Recording! 
09:11:34.56  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene sampling started - Not Recording! 
09:11:40.15  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
09:11:40.36  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
09:12:29.38  ---      -     -     -     -  *** Climbing 
09:19:21.11  ---      -     -     -     -  *** FL100 
09:29:23.66  ---      -     -     -     -  *** FL220 
09:36:31.08  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
09:36:31.09  SWS      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
09:36:31.42  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
09:36:32.74  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
09:36:32.95  USH      -     -     -     -  Idling 
09:36:42.17  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
09:47:16.84  ---      -     -     -     -  *** Cool box: 9.7C 
09:48:24.72  USH      -     -     -     -  Warning: Clipping may be occurring. 
09:48:39.83  ---      -     -     -     -  *** Turning 
09:49:22.36  SWS      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
09:49:22.38  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
09:49:23.80  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
09:49:24.02  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
09:49:30.06  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene sampling started - Not Recording! 
09:49:32.51  USH      -     -    50     -  VIS int.time changed from 100ms to 50ms. 
09:49:32.52  USH      -     -     -    50  NIR int.time changed from 100ms to 50ms. 
09:49:36.58  USH      -     -    75     -  VIS int.time changed from 50ms to 75ms. 
09:49:36.59  USH      -     -     -    75  NIR int.time changed from 50ms to 75ms. 
09:49:43.12  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
09:49:44.32  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene sampling started - Not Recording! 
09:49:46.31  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
09:57:14.22  SWS      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
09:57:14.25  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
09:57:15.64  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
09:57:15.67  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
09:59:54.52  ---      -     -     -     -  *** Descending 
10:05:21.84  USH      -     -     -    75  NIR int.time changed from 75ms to 75ms. 
10:05:25.99  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
10:05:27.18  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
10:05:29.91  USH      -     -     -   100  NIR int.time changed from 75ms to 100ms. 
10:05:32.62  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
10:05:34.07  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
10:18:09.32  SWS      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
10:18:09.32  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
10:18:10.78  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
10:18:10.96  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
10:20:44.03  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene sampling started - Not Recording! 
10:20:44.15  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene sampling started - Not Recording! 
10:20:47.21  SWS   -6.0     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 174.000 
10:20:48.88  SWS  173.1     -     -     -  Telescope stopped. 
10:20:59.99  SWS  174.0     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 90.000 
10:21:14.21  SWS   90.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
10:21:39.87  SWS  240.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
10:22:04.76  SWS   92.9     -     -     -  Telescope stopped. 
10:22:09.54  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
10:22:09.76  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
10:24:39.74  SWS   92.9     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 90.000 
10:24:40.32  SWS   90.4     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
10:24:59.51  ---      -     -     -     -  *** 200 feet 
10:25:05.59  SWS  239.9     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
10:25:31.30  SWS   90.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
10:25:56.55  SWS  239.9     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
10:26:19.93  SWS  101.9     -     -     -  Telescope stopped. 
10:26:22.28  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
10:26:22.31  SWS      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
10:26:23.78  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
10:26:23.95  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
10:27:57.48  SWS  101.9     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 90.000 
10:27:59.77  SWS   90.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
10:28:25.48  SWS  240.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
10:28:50.67  SWS   90.5     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
10:29:15.87  SWS  239.5     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
10:29:28.41  SWS  166.9     -     -     -  Telescope stopped. 
10:29:34.95  SWS  166.9     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 174.000 
10:29:49.58  SWS      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
10:29:49.71  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
10:29:51.04  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
10:29:51.30  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
10:31:29.28  ---      -     -     -     -  *** Cloverleafs 
10:47:30.06  SWS      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
10:47:30.11  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
10:47:31.51  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
10:47:31.72  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
10:47:37.98  SWS  174.0     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 144.000 
11:03:48.82  SWS      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
11:03:48.87  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
11:03:50.28  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
11:03:50.49  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
11:03:56.13  SWS  144.0     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 114.000 
11:20:13.38  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
11:20:13.41  SWS      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
11:20:14.84  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
11:20:15.02  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
11:20:22.43  SWS  114.0     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 104.000 
11:36:24.58  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
11:36:24.63  SWS      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
11:36:26.05  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
11:36:26.28  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
11:36:29.89  SWS  104.0     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 90.000 
11:36:32.81  SWS   90.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
11:36:40.47  ---      -     -     -     -  *** Down sun 
11:36:58.33  SWS  240.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
11:37:23.82  SWS   90.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
11:37:49.35  SWS  240.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
11:38:14.02  SWS   94.1     -     -     -  Telescope stopped. 
11:39:24.76  SWS   94.1     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
11:39:25.21  SWS   95.2     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 90.000 
11:39:34.89  ---      -     -     -     -  *** Up sun 
11:39:49.52  SWS  238.9     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
11:39:50.22  SWS  234.9     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
11:39:50.98  SWS  230.3     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
11:39:51.73  SWS  225.9     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
11:39:52.47  SWS  221.5     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
11:39:53.20  SWS  217.1     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
11:39:53.95  SWS  212.6     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
11:39:54.68  SWS  208.1     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
11:39:55.41  SWS  203.7     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
11:39:56.15  SWS  199.4     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
11:39:56.88  SWS  194.9     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
11:39:57.62  SWS  190.5     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
11:39:58.35  SWS  186.1     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
11:39:59.11  SWS  181.6     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
11:39:59.85  SWS  177.2     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
11:40:00.61  SWS  172.6     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
11:40:01.41  SWS  168.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
11:40:02.15  SWS  163.4     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
11:40:02.90  SWS  158.9     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
11:40:03.63  SWS  154.5     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
11:40:04.41  SWS  150.1     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
11:40:05.14  SWS  145.4     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
11:40:05.89  SWS  141.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
11:40:06.63  SWS  136.6     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
11:40:07.39  SWS  132.1     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
11:40:08.13  SWS  127.6     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
11:40:08.87  SWS  123.2     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
11:40:09.61  SWS  118.7     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
11:40:10.35  SWS  114.3     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
11:40:11.08  SWS  109.8     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
11:40:11.82  SWS  105.4     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
11:40:12.57  SWS  100.9     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
11:40:13.32  SWS   96.5     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
11:40:14.04  SWS   92.1     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
11:40:14.80  SWS   90.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
11:40:40.40  SWS  240.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
11:40:55.88  SWS  149.4     -     -     -  Telescope stopped. 
11:41:06.68  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
11:41:06.72  SWS      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
11:41:08.16  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
11:41:08.35  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
11:41:21.47  SWS  149.4     -     -     -  Telescope sent to -6.000 
11:41:23.20  SWS   -6.0     -     -     -  Telescope stopped. 
11:41:43.05  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene sampling started - Not Recording! 
11:41:43.07  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene sampling started - Not Recording! 
11:42:33.79  ---      -     -     -     -  ***  
11:53:22.46  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
11:53:22.83  SWS      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
11:53:23.92  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene sampling started - Not Recording! 
11:53:24.33  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene sampling started - Not Recording! 
11:53:26.62  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
11:53:27.04  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
11:57:41.07  SWS      -     -     -     -  Idling 
11:57:41.11  USH      -     -     -     -  Idling 
11:57:43.42  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
11:57:43.43  SWS      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
11:57:44.87  USH      -     -     -     -  Idling 
11:57:45.09  SWS      -     -     -     -  Idling 
11:57:53.02  SWS   -6.0     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 103.464 
11:57:54.18  SWS  103.4     -     -     -  Telescope stopped. 
11:58:02.93  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
11:58:07.58  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene sampling started - Not Recording! 
11:59:45.74  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
11:59:59.44  SWS  103.5     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
11:59:59.88  SWS  104.5     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 90.000 
12:00:22.44  SWS  239.6     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:00:23.12  SWS  236.2     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:00:23.87  SWS  231.8     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:00:24.65  SWS  227.1     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:00:25.39  SWS  222.7     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:00:26.16  SWS  218.1     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:00:26.89  SWS  213.7     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:00:27.64  SWS  209.3     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:00:28.39  SWS  204.8     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:00:29.12  SWS  200.3     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:00:29.86  SWS  195.9     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:00:30.60  SWS  191.5     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:00:31.35  SWS  187.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:00:31.46  ---      -     -     -     -  *** Down sun 
12:00:32.06  SWS  182.8     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:00:32.80  SWS  178.3     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:00:33.55  SWS  173.8     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:00:34.29  SWS  169.4     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:00:35.00  SWS  165.1     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:00:35.75  SWS  160.6     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
12:00:36.50  SWS  156.2     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
12:00:37.23  SWS  151.7     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
12:00:37.99  SWS  147.1     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
12:00:38.76  SWS  142.6     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
12:00:39.53  SWS  138.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
12:00:40.62  SWS  132.0     -     -     -  Telescope stopped. 
12:00:41.78  SWS  132.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
12:00:42.22  SWS  133.1     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 90.000 
12:01:00.18  SWS  239.5     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:01:00.87  SWS  235.3     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:01:01.61  SWS  230.9     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:01:02.35  SWS  226.4     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:01:03.06  SWS  222.1     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:01:03.81  SWS  217.7     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:01:04.56  SWS  213.2     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:01:05.30  SWS  208.7     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:01:06.06  SWS  204.3     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:01:06.81  SWS  199.7     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:01:07.55  SWS  195.3     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:01:08.29  SWS  190.8     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:01:09.03  SWS  186.3     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:01:09.77  SWS  182.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:01:10.56  SWS  177.5     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:01:11.29  SWS  172.8     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:01:12.00  SWS  168.6     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:01:12.74  SWS  164.1     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
12:01:13.50  SWS  159.6     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
12:01:14.24  SWS  155.1     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
12:01:14.98  SWS  150.7     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
12:01:15.72  SWS  146.3     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
12:01:16.43  SWS  141.8     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
12:01:17.17  SWS  137.6     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
12:01:17.92  SWS  133.1     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
12:01:18.66  SWS  128.6     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
12:01:19.42  SWS  124.1     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
12:01:20.17  SWS  119.6     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
12:01:20.91  SWS  115.2     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
12:01:21.65  SWS  110.8     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
12:01:22.39  SWS  106.4     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
12:01:23.12  SWS  101.9     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
12:01:23.87  SWS   97.4     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
12:01:24.61  SWS   93.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
12:01:25.35  SWS   90.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
12:01:41.43  SWS  184.3     -     -     -  Telescope stopped. 
12:01:52.87  SWS  184.3     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 107.001 
12:01:54.04  SWS  107.0     -     -     -  Telescope stopped. 
12:02:27.47  USH      -     -     -     -  Warning: Clipping may be occurring. 
12:02:43.69  SWS      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
12:02:43.75  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
12:02:44.23  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
12:02:45.19  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
12:02:45.74  USH      -     -     -     -  Idling 
12:02:47.90  USH      -     -    50     -  VIS int.time changed from 75ms to 50ms. 
12:02:49.48  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
12:02:51.19  USH      -     -     -     -  Idling 
12:02:54.71  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
12:03:40.48  SWS  107.0     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 90.000 
12:03:43.41  SWS   90.4     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
12:03:55.06  ---      -     -     -     -  *** Up sun 
12:04:09.06  SWS  240.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:04:34.61  SWS   90.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
12:05:00.18  SWS  240.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
12:05:11.72  SWS  172.9     -     -     -  Telescope stopped. 
12:05:17.83  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene sampling started - Not Recording! 
12:05:30.53  SWS  172.9     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 164.000 
12:05:35.37  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
12:05:35.54  SWS      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
12:05:36.82  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
12:05:37.01  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene sampling started - Not Recording! 
12:07:01.99  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
12:07:12.02  ---      -     -     -     -  *** 200 ft 
12:23:34.38  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
12:23:34.39  SWS      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
12:23:35.86  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
12:23:36.09  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
12:23:45.42  SWS  164.0     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 134.000 
12:40:06.28  SWS      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
12:40:06.32  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
12:40:07.74  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
12:40:07.94  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
12:40:14.57  SWS  134.0     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 154.000 
12:41:05.35  ---      -     -     -     -  *** Ships nearby - flew over wakes 
12:42:58.94  ---      -     -     -     -  *** Plane's shadow? 
12:56:28.82  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
12:56:28.88  SWS      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
12:56:30.31  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
12:56:30.50  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
12:56:37.77  SWS  154.0     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 124.000 
13:13:11.42  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
13:13:11.44  SWS      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
13:13:12.89  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
13:13:13.09  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
13:13:18.33  SWS  124.0     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 90.000 
13:13:24.23  SWS   90.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
13:13:30.31  ---      -     -     -     -  *** Down sun 
13:13:49.67  SWS  240.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
13:14:15.06  SWS   90.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
13:14:40.53  SWS  240.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
13:14:52.21  SWS  172.3     -     -     -  Telescope stopped. 
13:15:02.48  SWS  172.3     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 109.491 
13:15:03.67  SWS  109.5     -     -     -  Telescope stopped. 
13:16:20.31  SWS  109.5     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
13:16:20.75  SWS  110.5     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 90.000 
13:16:29.21  ---      -     -     -     -  *** Up sun 
13:16:42.50  SWS  239.1     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
13:16:43.21  SWS  234.9     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
13:16:43.97  SWS  230.3     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
13:16:44.72  SWS  225.8     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
13:16:45.48  SWS  221.3     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
13:16:46.27  SWS  216.5     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
13:16:47.03  SWS  212.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
13:16:47.78  SWS  207.4     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
13:16:48.52  SWS  203.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
13:16:49.29  SWS  198.4     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
13:16:50.06  SWS  193.9     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
13:16:50.82  SWS  189.3     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
13:16:51.57  SWS  184.7     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
13:16:52.34  SWS  180.2     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
13:16:53.10  SWS  175.6     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
13:16:53.86  SWS  171.1     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
13:16:54.62  SWS  166.5     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 90.0 
13:16:55.36  SWS  162.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
13:16:56.13  SWS  157.4     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
13:16:56.87  SWS  153.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
13:16:57.61  SWS  148.5     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
13:16:58.38  SWS  143.9     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
13:16:59.17  SWS  139.3     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
13:16:59.96  SWS  134.8     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
13:17:00.71  SWS  130.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
13:17:01.45  SWS  125.5     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
13:17:02.21  SWS  121.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
13:17:02.95  SWS  116.3     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
13:17:03.70  SWS  112.1     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
13:17:04.42  SWS  107.7     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
13:17:05.14  SWS  103.3     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
13:17:05.92  SWS   98.9     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
13:17:06.67  SWS   94.3     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
13:17:07.43  SWS   90.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
13:17:09.62  SWS  101.1     -     -     -  Telescope stopped. 
13:17:11.37  SWS  101.1     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
13:17:11.83  SWS  102.2     -     -     -  Telescope sent to 90.000 
13:17:50.76  ---      -     -     -     -  *** Something's not right with the telescope 
logging! 
13:17:59.99  SWS   90.0     -     -     -  Telescope at scan limit - going to 2.4E+2 
13:18:18.99  SWS  201.8     -     -     -  Telescope stopped. 
13:18:37.48  SWS  201.8     -     -     -  Telescope sent to -6.000 
13:18:39.84  SWS   -6.0     -     -     -  Telescope stopped. 
13:18:42.32  SWS      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
13:18:42.35  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
13:18:43.81  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
13:18:44.01  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
13:18:58.77  ---      -     -     -     -  *** Profile up 
13:22:17.60  ---      -     -     -     -  ***  
13:27:04.17  ---      -     -     -     -  *** 5000 ft 
13:27:11.69  SWS      -   333     -     -  Sample period changed from 100ms to 333ms. 
13:27:14.58  USH      -   333     -     -  Sample period changed from 100ms to 333ms. 
13:37:15.90  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene sampling started - Not Recording! 
13:37:19.19  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
13:37:19.26  SWS      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
13:37:20.67  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
13:37:20.86  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene sampling started - Not Recording! 
13:37:29.92  SWS   -6.0     -     -     -  Telescope sent to -25.000 
13:42:32.58  SWS      -   100     -     -  Sample period changed from 333ms to 100ms. 
13:48:26.89  SWS      -     -    40     -  VIS int.time changed from 100ms to 40ms. 
13:48:35.78  USH      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
13:48:35.94  SWS      -     -     -     -  Dark measurement started. 
13:48:37.23  USH      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
13:48:37.43  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene sampling started - Not Recording! 
13:48:40.14  SWS      -     -     -     -  Manual scene recording started. 
13:49:24.90  ---      -     -     -     -  *** Pirouette SZA 33.2 
13:50:18.21  ---      -     -     -     -  *** Pirouette start 
13:50:47.56  SWS      -     -     -     -  Warning: Clipping may be occurring. 
